Cincinnati USA Music Heritage Foundation Major News
- Cincinnati Entertainment Awards (CEAs) CEA VIP & New Membership Opportunity - Rock Hall King Records Class World Debut st
-1 official release from Historic Herzog since 1955 – Hank to Thank (Cincinnati, OH – November 15, 2011) The Cincinnati USA Music Heritage Foundation, a
young non-profit 501c3, whose mission is to celebrate and preserve local music heritage while
showing the ongoing tradition of rich and diverse music from Greater Cincinnati, has three major
(and inter-related) announcements to share:
#1 World Debut of Rock Hall King Records Class (Fri, 11.18.11, 1:30 to 3:30 p.m. – invite
only, public avail through CEA VIP/ CUSAMHF membership purchase
http://www.citybeat.com/cincinnati/article-24300-CEA_VIP_Experience.html by 11/16/11;
press passes available). The Rock & Roll Hall of Fame & Museum has created a live-two way
video interactive class on Cincinnati’s King Records available for any school or institution
through the Rock Hall Distance Learning Program.
In November 2008, a day culminating in the CEAs at The Emery Theater, when Rock Hall
President Terry Stewart, City Councilman John Cranley, and Funk Legend Bootsy Collins, led a
community of King Records alumni and enthusiasts to a day-long celebration of King Records
on its 65th anniversary a promise was made to continue efforts to educate on the unique impact
on pop culture made by Cincinnati’s King Records. Rock Hall President Stewart declared the
original King Records building at 1540 Brewster a historic landmark, saying “there was never a
more important piece of real estate musically or culturally in the history of popular music” and
promised to establish a Rock Hall class on King Records for the world to learn about
Cincinnati’s King Records musical and cultural heritage. Through the Rock Hall Distance
Learning Program – three CEAs later – the King Records class will debut and Stewart’s promise
is fulfilled.
The world debut features Dr. Jason Hanley – live from the Rock Hall in Cleveland – through
two-way video conferencing hosted at CET to teach a class of students from the School for
Creative and Performing Arts (SCPA) and from Elementz, led by Professor Mike Jones from
Cincinnati State. This class will be witnessed by a group of King Records enthusiasts and
community leaders. The local partnership which assisted the Rock Hall, includes Cincinnati
State Technical & Community College, where two sessions were tested, including one with a
Cincinnati State class and Professor Mike Jones. Interviews used in the class were conducted
by the Rock Hall with the assistance of the Cincinnati State Audio/Visual Program backstage at
the Emery Theater for the 2008 CEAs with Ralph Stanley and Bootsy Collins. This event is
hosted by CET, thanks to support from the Ohio Arts Council. In fact, CET and ThinkTV have
been collecting more interviews, along with the other interviews conducted the day of the King
Records marker with hopes of making a King Records documentary. The Cincinnati USA Music
Heritage Foundation, with help from the Bootsy Collins Foundation, served as the facilitator for
all activities.

